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The effect of high pressure on 
the NMDA receptor: molecular 
dynamics simulations
Alice Bliznyuk  1,2, Yoram Grossman2 & Yevgeny Moskovitz3
Professional divers exposed to ambient pressures above 11 bar develop the high pressure neurological 
syndrome (HPNS), manifesting as central nervous system (CNS) hyperexcitability, motor disturbances, 
sensory impairment, and cognitive deficits. The glutamate-type N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 
(NMDAR) has been implicated in the CNS hyperexcitability of HPNS. NMDARs containing different 
subunits exhibited varying degrees of increased/decreased current at high pressure. The mechanisms 
underlying this phenomenon remain unclear. We performed 100 ns molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations of the NMDAR structure embedded in a dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) lipid bilayer 
solvated in water at 1 bar, hydrostatic 25 bar, and in helium at 25 bar. MD simulations showed that 
in contrast to hydrostatic pressure, high pressure helium causes substantial distortion of the DOPC 
membrane due to its accumulation between the two monolayers: reduction of the Sn-1 and Sn-2 DOPC 
chains and helium-dependent dehydration of the NMDAR pore. Further analysis of important regions of 
the NMDAR protein such as pore surface (M2 α-helix), Mg2+ binding site, and TMD-M4 α-helix revealed 
significant effects of helium. In contrast with previous models, these and our earlier results suggest that 
high pressure helium, not hydrostatic pressure per se, alters the receptor tertiary structure via protein-
lipid interactions. Helium in divers’ breathing mixtures may partially contribute to HPNS symptoms.
To provide background information regarding the underlying biological mechanisms of high pressure physiology, 
we feel it necessary to reiterate the main concepts and experimental findings described in our previous studies1–3. 
Military and occupational divers who engage in deep diving reach depths greater than 50 m sea water, and are 
thus exposed to pressures above 6 atmospheres absolute (ATA) or 6 bar, where 1 bar ≅ 10 m sea water. Professional 
divers in the oil industry perform underwater construction work at an average depth of 200 m. In 1988, profes-
sional divers employed by the Comex diving company in the Mediterranean Sea performed the deepest known 
working dive at a depth of 534 m (53.7 bar)4. The deepest known test dive in a dry pressure chamber, to a depth of 
701 m (70.5 bar) was carried out at the Comex facility in France in 19925. To avoid oxygen toxicity and nitrogen 
narcosis, deep divers use a breathing gas mixture known as trimix, which contains varying percentages of oxygen, 
nitrogen and helium.
Pressures as high as these present the divers’ lungs, viscera, and particularly the nervous system, with a con-
siderable physiological challenge. Diving deeper than 11 bar may result in the high pressure neurological syn-
drome (HPNS)6, which is characterized by cognitive and motor deficits and reversible central nervous system 
(CNS) hyperexcitability. As observed in humans and in animal models, susceptibility to HPNS depends on the 
compression rate and the absolute ambient pressure at the maximal maintained depth. The majority of signs and 
symptoms in HPNS have their origin in disturbances of CNS synaptic activity7. Apart from the symptoms which 
appear during a dive and are usually reversible, professional divers who engage in repetitive deep sea operations 
over a period of years may also develop permanent memory and motor impairment8.
In recent years, the activity of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) has been discovered as one of 
the main underlying mechanisms of CNS hyperexcitability at hight pressure and the symptoms of HPNS9–14. 
NMDARs are responsible for mediating excitatory synaptic transmission within the CNS15. They belong to the 
family of ionotropic glutamate receptors and have 14 different structural subunits. The GluN1 family is encoded 
by one gene and may present eight different subunits due to alternative RNA splicing mechanisms16: GluN1-1a 
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to -4a and GluN1-1b to -4b subunits. In contrast, the GluN2 family is encoded by four different genes: GluN2A 
to GluN2D subunits. NMDARs have a heterotetrameric “dimer of dimers” structure17,18, the most common com-
bination containing two GluN1 and two GluN2 subunits. The distribution of the NMDAR subtypes depends on 
age and the brain region within the CNS18–24. Each NMDAR subtype has its own unique biophysical and phar-
macological properties25,26.
Previous electrophysiological studies of rat brain slices in high pressure helium showed a significant increase 
in the synaptic NMDAR response followed by postsynaptic excitability changes27,28 and reduced efficiency of 
Mg2+ blockade28. Recent molecular studies conducted in our laboratory1,2,29 have revealed that different subunit 
combinations of the NMDAR exhibit different, sometimes antagonistic, current amplitude change under high 
pressure helium, whereas receptors containing GluN1-4a or GluN1-4b splice variants were observed to mediate 
dichotomic current responses2.
Our previous experimental molecular approach was limited in revealing the mechanisms underlying the com-
plex high pressure modulation of NMDAR activity. We now propose a new theoretical approach to examine the 
hypothesis that protein conformational changes, induced directly by high pressure or indirectly via protein-lipid 
(membrane) interactions, are responsible for the NMDAR hyperexcitability induced by elevated pressure. Using 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations29,30, Moskovitz & Yang30 showed that the dioleoylphosphatidylcholine 
(DOPC) lipid bilayer responds differently to hydrostatic pressure per se and noble gases at elevated pressure. 
They demonstrated that noble gases have different types of lipid membrane inflation that may produce different 
responses of the NMDAR to pressure. Recent studies have indicated that NMDAR function is strongly modulated 
by lipid interactions31,32, and that the TMD-M4 α-helix plays a crucial role in NMDAR gating33. The Mg2+ bind-
ing site, containing asparagine (Asn) residues at the N and N + 1 sites, is responsible for voltage-dependent block-
ing of the NMDAR34,35. In the first MD simulation of NMDAR, Mesbahi-Vasey et al.36 suggested that the same 
sites bind the Ca2+ ion and determine the permeability of the pore. In addition, previous computational studies 
have suggested that the pore solvation pattern could be a key factor in determining channel conductance37, and 
a meticulous analysis of solvent (water) layout will therefore be employed in the present investigation to evaluate 
the pore condition. However, the question still remains as to the precise effect of elevated pressure on all of the 
NMDAR regions. We are of the opinion that the answer may be obtained by using MD simulations.
Results
RMSD of the NMDAR. Running the simulation video in slow motion (Fig. 1) showed that helium causes 
substantial distortion of the membrane. This was also shown for neon during a 200 ns simulation30. It is important 
to note that the percolation time of neon into the DOPC bi-layer was determined to be in the range of 5‒10 ns, 
and is positively correlated with high pressure. To examine whether helium also causes distortions and changes in 
the NMDAR, root mean square deviation (RMSD) plots were calculated. RMSD plots indicated that pressurized 
helium causes protein conformational alteration, whereas hydrostatic pressure per se (25 bar) does not induce any 
change (Fig. 2).
Cluster analysis. After removing the periodic boundary conditions (PBC), NMDAR cluster RMSD was 
calculated for each simulation. Calculations were performed for the last 50 ns of the simulation (see Methods). 
Because of the large variety of protein conformations, resulting in a large number of clusters, we performed the 
analysis only on the cluster that exhibited the highest probability. Only one frame representing the centroid of that 
cluster was printed as a PDB file of the simulation box. We visually observed several members of each cluster and 
found them to be very similar to the centroid.
The data (summarized in Table 1) revealed that the most probable cluster contains representatives from all 
time frames during the last 50 ns of the simulation. It also revealed that the NMDAR’s most common confor-
mation is very stable under control conditions, with a probability of 0.83 and only a total of 11 smaller clusters. 
Examining the two high pressure conditions revealed a different situation. Hydrostatic pressure and helium at 
25 bar had a total of 31 and 30 clusters, respectively. The largest cluster for hydrostatic pressure had a probability 
of 0.3, whereas for helium this was only 0.21. Also of interest is the fact that helium had 5 large clusters with a 
probability of 0.1 or more (probability of clusters 2–5 were: 0.156, 0.124, 0.108 and 0.101 respectively), whereas 
hydrostatic pressure had only 3 clusters (probability of clusters 2–3 were: 0.180 and 0.135 respectively).
Molecular density along the Z axis. To gain a better understanding of high pressure helium’s influence 
on the DOPC and NMDAR, we calculated the density of each component of the simulation box along the Z axis 
(normal to the membrane surface). As previously reported for neon atoms30, the data confirmed that most of the 
helium atoms cluster between the two bilayers of the DOPC in a hydrophobic pocket that occupies the 10‒20 nm 
“layer” (Fig. 3A). This result of membrane inflation is reflected in two new DOPC density peaks around the 10 
and 20 nm levels (Fig. 3B). In contrast, there is almost no difference between control (1 bar) and 25 bar helium for 
the density of DOPC that occupies the original “layer” of the membrane, with two close peaks at 5 and 10 nm. The 
density distribution of NMDAR is unchanged at 25 bar compared with control conditions; however, it increases 
and is slightly inflated under high pressure helium (Fig. 3C). The dimensions of the simulation box were not pre-
served under helium; these decreased along the X and Y axes and increased to 40 nm along the Z axis.
Volume calculation. Volume calculations (Table 2) for DOPC, NMDAR and helium in the simulation box 
were estimated using a 3V server (see Methods) having a probe radius of 1.4 Å for DOPC/NMDA and 6 Å for the 
continuous helium phase between two monolayers (the helium-DOPC “bubble”). Whereas there was only a slight 
variation in the volume of biomolecules at 25 bar (less than 1%, with the exception of helium-saturated DOPC), 
the considerable helium-DOPC bubble which accumulated within the highly hydrophobic DOPC core at 25 bar 
increased total DOPC volume (DOPC taken together with the helium-DOPC “bubble”) almost two-fold.
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Analysis of helium and water radial distribution functions (RDF). Given the highly diffusive nature 
of helium in the polar bulk solvent, water, the distribution of dissolved helium atoms and simple point-charge 
(SPC) water molecules along NMDAR chains at the immediate protein boundary was studied by applying a 
Figure 1. Simulated NMDAR embedded in a DOPC lipid bilayer at different pressures. The NMDAR is 
shown as cartoon colored by chain (green, magenta, yellow, cyan), DOPC is presented as spheres in wheat and 
red color (colored by element), helium atoms are presented as spheres in gray. (A) 1 bar pressure. (B) 25 bar 
hydrostatic pressure. (C) In helium at 25 bar. (D) One subunit of the NMDAR in the membrane, important sites 
indicated by arrows. Numbers in parentheses indicate the a.a. span of the domain (red circle). All GluN subunits 
share a modular architecture that is composed of four distinct domains: the N-terminal domain (NTD), the 
ligand-binding domain (LBD) that binds to glycine or d-serine in GluN1 and GluN3, and glutamate in GluN2, 
the transmembrane domain (TMD) containing the ion channel, and an intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD) 
(not shown in the figure). The NTD and CTD are the most divergent regions.
Figure 2. RMSD of the NMDAR during 100 ns of MD simulation. RMSD were calculated as the deviation 
from the initial NMDAR structure model at 0 ns. Result of the simulation at 1 bar pressure (control) is shown in 
green, at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure in red, and in helium at 25 bar in blue.
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Gas type
Pressure 
(bar)
Simulation 
time (ns)
Total 
number 
of frames
No. of 
clusters
Probability 
of the biggest 
cluster
Frames in 
the biggest 
cluster
Probability of the 
other clusters (# of 
the cluster)
First frame 
in the biggest 
cluster (ps)
Middle frame 
in the biggest 
cluster (ps)
Last frame in 
the biggest 
cluster (ps)
No gas 1 101 14251 11 0.83 11872 0.09 (2) 50232 71092 107000
No gas 25 101 12751 31 0.3 3812
0.18 (2)  
0.13 (3)  
4-0.08 (4)
62652 84848 99776
He 25 104 13501 30 0.21 2812
0.15 (2)  
0.12 (3)  
0.10 (4)  
0.10 (5)
70988 79612 96168
Table 1. Summary of the cluster analysis for the simulations between 50 ns and 100 ns.
Figure 3. Molecular density calculations along the Z axis. (A) Helium density along the Z axis at 25 bar. (B) 
DOPC density at 1 bar (-▲-), at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure (-○-), and in helium at 25 bar (-■-). (C) NMDAR 
density at 1 bar (-▲-), at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure (-○-), and in helium at 25 bar (-■-). See text for detailed 
explanation.
Experiment
DOPC 
(nm³)
DOPC % 
change
NMDAR 
(nm³)
NMDAR % 
change
Helium DOPC 
“bubble” (nm³)
1 bar 585.6 489
25 bar 586.6 0.17 487.8 −0.25
Helium 25 bar 582 −0.61 489.3 0.07 396.6
Table 2. Molecular volume of biomolecules and helium under different experimental conditions. % change, 
calculated with respect to 1 bar. Helium DOPC “bubble” refers to helium confined between the two monolayers.
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series of radial distribution function (RDF) calculations (see Methods). The RDFs’ numerical values stacked as 
2D matrices were subsequently averaged over the range 0‒3.4 nm, which is approximately the linear length of a 
10 a.a.-long peptide.
We first calculated the layout of helium atoms (Fig. 4A). As demonstrated macroscopically (density plot, 
Fig. 3A), helium is generally concentrated at the transmembrane domain (TMD). However, the RDF analysis 
revealed that helium distribution is not uniform among NMDAR segments; C and D TMD chains are highly 
susceptible to a hydrophobic helium phase (RDF >1.5), and agonist binding domain (ABD) segment 402‒442 
is an additional intramolecular helium pool, albeit with a smaller RDF value (0.5). Error bars referencing to the 
hyperbaric helium layout in the second part of the MD trajectory could provide partial support for large helium 
bubble stability after its initial penetration into the DOPC gap, because no further large-scale helium fluctuations 
were observed at t >50 ns along the NMDAR molecule.
As mentioned in the introduction, the pore solvation pattern may be a key factor in determining channel per-
meability37. We therefore analyzed the water RDF along the various chains of the NMDAR molecule. The water 
Figure 4. RDF around Cα along A, B, C and D chains of the NMDAR molecule in the range 0‒3.4 nm. (A) 
Average values for helium at 25 bar. (B) Values for water RDF in helium at 25 bar normalized to average values 
for water RDF in control (1 bar). (C) Values for water RDF at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure normalized to average 
values for water RDF in control (1 bar).
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solvent layout for control, 25 bar hydrostatic pressure and 25 bar helium is presented in Figs S1–S3, respectively 
(Supplementary Data). Whereas the water RDF seems undisturbed at 1 bar and its average values distribution 
narrows at 25 bar, exposure to 25 bar helium results in a more complex solvation pattern. It significantly destabi-
lized water molecules, especially in the vicinity of the GluN2B (B chain); larger error bars in the ABD region (a.a. 
382‒482) indicate significant density fluctuation.
To improve the characterization of hydration-dehydration transitions at the protein boundary, we normalized 
the RDF values at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure and 25 bar helium to the corresponding values under control condi-
tions at 1 bar. The normalized water layout for 25 bar (Fig. 4C) remained mostly linear. The normalized water lay-
out for 25 bar helium (Fig. 4B) showed ‘negative drops’ complementary to the localization of helium RDF peaks 
(Fig. 4A). This could be attributed to dehydration transitions at the TMD due to diffusive helium accumulated in 
the bilayer gap.
DOPC acyl chains order parameter. pro-R and pro-S hydrogen atoms Sch were evaluated separately in 
each chain, as having nonequivalent order parameters at unsaturated lipids (Fig. 5). As previously reported38,39, 
pro-R values were consistently higher than pro-S values, although this was not statistically significant for the 
native bilayer distorted only by hydrostatic pressure, with one exception, namely pro-S at C2 at Sn1 under 25 bar. 
In contrast, bilayer saturation with helium atoms at 25 bar prompted striking separation of the Sch curves com-
pared with the bilayers at 25 bar, followed by a 3‒4 fold reduction in Sch values, whereas C10 double bond exhib-
ited a relatively frozen pattern under all conditions. The C2‒C7 region is also subject to remarkable statistical 
noise induced by helium, especially at Sn-2, which makes pro-S and pro-R indistinguishable in the presence of 
dissolved gas along the whole C2‒C17 sequence.
High pressure effects on pore structure. Simulations at hydrostatic pressure and under high pressure 
helium showed dissociation of one or more of the agonists. We concluded that the NMDAR was in the closed 
state. Under control conditions, the NMDAR remained in the open state with four bound agonists in the ABD. 
Another indicator of pore state is the distance between the Cα atoms of Glu299 in GluN1 (in N-terminal domain) 
subunits as discovered by Tajima et al.40. The measurements indicated that in the control simulation the distance 
was 33.6 Å (open state), at hydrostatic pressure this was 15.19 Å (closed state), and under high pressure helium it 
was 23.43 Å (closed state).
To construct the pore surface, we used Mole 2 and MatLab® software (details in Methods). The 3D model 
revealed that the pore surface actually bordered on the Mg2+ binding site (N and N + 1 sites, Fig. 6). Figure 6 
presents the pore surface (green) inside the pore region of the NMDAR’s TMD (grey), embedded in the DOPC 
bilayer (wheat), under control conditions. Green sticks indicate the Asn of the Mg2+ binding site (N and N + 1 
sites). Although it was expected that the pore would be different for control and high pressure simulation, due 
to the anticipated open or closed states, we were surprised to discover differences between the two high pressure 
conditions (Fig. 7).
Pore surface under hydrostatic pressure was half its size under control conditions along the Z and X axes, 
whereas under high pressure helium it was only slightly smaller along the Z axis and almost half its size along the 
X axis. In addition, pore shape would appear to be preserved under helium but not hydrostatic pressure per se.
When we compared the pore formation among different clusters under the same conditions (the last 50 ns of 
the simulation), we saw that they are very similar in shape although not identical (see examples Figs S4–5).
Figure 5. Sch calculated for the Sn-1 and Sn-2 tails of the DOPC simulation. (A) Sn1- Pro S. (B) Sn1- Pro R. (C) 
Sn2- Pro S. (D) Sn2- Pro R.
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Mg2+ binding site. Mor & Grossman12 have shown in rat brain slices that the efficacy of the Mg2+ block of 
NMDAR currents is greatly reduced under high pressure helium. MD simulations allow closer examination of the 
Mg2+ site. It contains six Asn residues in the M2 region of the TMD at the tip of the selectivity filter35. Zooming in 
on the region (Fig. 8A–C) enables measurement of the distance between four Asn residues as well as their spatial 
alignment (N sites only, OD1 atoms of the N606 [GluN1-1a, 2 subunits] and N598 [GluN2B, 2 subunits], Fig. 8). 
The rectangular-like plane (a projection on the X-Y plane of the atom coordinates) obtained for control and 
hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 8D,E) is converted to a diamond-like shape under high pressure helium (Fig. 8F). This 
result was unexpected; we had anticipated a major difference between control and high pressure, due to dissocia-
tion of the agonists from the receptor (depicting a closed state) under both high pressure conditions. Instead, the 
major change occurred only for high pressure helium.
M4 α-helix analysis. The M4 peripheral TMD α-helix segment, which interacts with the pore domain of 
the neighboring subunits, is critical for NMDAR activation and desensitization33. Alignment of the M4 seg-
ments from the two high pressure simulations with that of the control revealed no significant structural changes 
under hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 9A). However, under high pressure helium two of the α-helixes (one from the 
GluN1-1a and one from the GluN2B subunit) demonstrated partial degradation of the α-helix shape at the upper 
Figure 6. Simulated surface of an NMDAR pore. Example of the pore surface (green) inside the pore region 
of the NMDAR’s TMD (grey) embedded in the DOPC bilayer (wheat) under control conditions. Green sticks 
indicate the asparagines of the Mg2+ binding site (N and N + 1 site).
Figure 7. Simulated surface of an NMDAR pore under different pressure conditions. (A) Pore surface position 
in the TMD of the NMDAR under different conditions. (B) Simulated pore surface of the NMDAR under 
control conditions at 1 bar (green), at 25 bar hydrostatic pressure (red) and in helium at 25 bar (blue).
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part of the helix (Fig. 9B). Since M4 has been identified as an important region for receptor gating33, it is conceiv-
able that high pressure helium might affect receptor conductance.
Discussion
We have used MD simulation to gain a better understanding of the molecular mechanism underlying NMDAR 
hyperactivity under high pressure. A total of 100 ns MD simulation of the NMDAR structure (taken from the 
crystal model, Uniprot entry code: 5iou), embedded in a DOPC lipid bilayer, including water and ions (Mg2+, 
Cl−, Na+, Ca2+ and K+), were performed under different pressure conditions: 1 bar, 25 bar, and in helium at 25 bar.
The RMSD values of NMDAR indicated that under control conditions (1 bar) the protein is quite stable after 
its relaxation from the crystal form. To our surprise, the RMSD of the protein under high pressure helium was 
much higher than under hydrostatic pressure alone. This probably indicates that helium induces much more 
distortion and instability in the NMDAR than does hydrostatic pressure per se. Performing cluster analysis served 
to strengthen this assumption, because high pressure helium clustering demonstrated much greater numbers and 
varieties of receptor tertiary structures than had appeared under hydrostatic pressure alone.
Figure 8. NMDAR asparagine (Asn) residue coordinations at the Mg2+ site. (A‒C) Asn residues shown as 
sticks colored by element, on the M2 region of the TMD under different simulation conditions: (A) Lime - 1 bar, 
(B) Salmon - 25 bar, (C) Marine - in helium at 25 bar. (D‒F) Projection of the OD1 atoms of the N606 (Asn 
of GluN1-1a, 2 subunits) and N598. (Asn of GluN2B, 2 subunits) on the X-Y plane for the three simulation 
conditions, with the same color coding. The distances in the X-Y plane are shown in Å.
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Slow motion viewing of the simulation and the most probable conformation of the box showed that helium 
causes substantial distortion of the membrane, represented as an X shape. In addition, density calculations along 
the Z axis showed the inflation response of the membrane to high pressure helium, as previously reported by 
Moskovitz & Yang for neon30.
Although all of the above data indicate considerable inflation and distortion of the membrane under high 
pressure helium, we should not forget the limitations of MD simulation. We simulate only a small patch of the 
membrane, and not the “closed vesicle” as in a real cell. DOPC does not include all components of the membrane, 
such as cholesterol. Furthermore, NMDARs usually cluster with each other and AMPAR, but our model has 
only one receptor. In addition, the simulation was performed on an NMDAR molecule without its C-terminal 
domain (CTD), an intracellular region responsible for many control and stabilization mechanisms, no membrane 
potential was applied, and there were artificial periodic boundary conditions. On the other hand, the effects of 
anesthetic and diatomic noble gases on globular proteins have been studied recently by Zhang et al.41, who found 
that a large bubble of dissolved gas persistently appeared under standard conditions and was adsorbed on the pro-
tein surface. Taking into account all of the above mentioned considerations, we may conclude that high pressure 
helium, unlike the heavy noble gases, preferentially diffuses into the hydrophobic core of the DOPC, which is con-
sistent with helium’s inability to create complexes with macro-molecules in the bulk polar solvent42. Furthermore, 
considering the fractal order in which micro-compartments of molecular size are distributed throughout the 
human body, it would be logical to consider the possibility, even with respect to helium, that sufficiently high 
levels of local gas concentrations may be present in the central nervous system43. This accumulation of helium in 
the membrane core would cause distortion and increases in volume, even if it appeared in the form of flattened 
dynamic microbubbles floating at membrane cores poorly stapled by transmembrane complexes.
Noble gases pool within DOPC bilayer reaches saturation for relatively short time 10–40 ns (Moskovitz and 
Yang30, Fig. 1B), whereas a transmembrane protein slow conformational dynamics operates in the time range 
exceeding 100 ns. Helium bubble stability at 50–100 ns time frame of the MD trajectory in the present simula-
tions were quantified by series of standard error calculations for helium-a.a. RDFs (Fig. 4A). These showed that 
only few a.a. 560–620 (chains C, D) and 780–820 (chains A, B) exhibit average RDF fluctuations exceeding 10%. 
NMDA RMSD plot (Fig. 2) suggests that the protein structure being exposed to hydrophobic helium phase prob-
ably starts its equilibration at 80 ns and may continue re-ordering beyond 100 ns MD time.
The detailed water solvent layouts along NMDAR subunits at 1 and 25 bar studied with RDFs demonstrate 
significant redistribution of channel solvation patterns, even among ‘tween’ chains of the protein subunits. 
Hydrophobic gating in the inner pore of a channel constituted by hydrophobic residues37 could be further inten-
sified by high pressure helium, with support for this from our data for helium-dependent dehydration of the 
protein TMD. The water layout analysis further indicates that hydrostatic pressure per se does not change the 
water distribution within the channel in the ‘closed state’ by any structural modification (agonists are detached). 
It is rather the high pressure helium that succeeds in dehydrating the channel region, also preventing the accu-
mulation of water in the vicinity of other domains of the protein; no RDF peaks were observed in the normalized 
layout. Our findings also indicate that phospholipid membrane receptor-protein interaction plays an important 
role in the high pressure response. For instance, lipids can affect functionality of the channel through channel 
fenestrations44. Helium in its turn can affect lipid-protein interaction either by reducing or enlarging channel 
fenestration. This further suggests that we cannot regard compression with noble gases in the same way as hydro-
static pressure alone45. The substantial change in –Sch under high pressure helium may reinforce our presumption 
regarding the involvement of distorted lipid hydrophobic chains in channel modulation. It should be noted, how-
ever, that inclusion of the embedded protein in the box might reverse the trend toward alteration of –Sch, because 
in the absence of proteins in the pure lipid phase, gases tend to distribute uniformly along acyl chains and actually 
increase their order parameter30.
Figure 9. Simulated M4 α-helix (TMD) for four subunits of the NMDAR. (A) Alignment between control 
(1 bar, lime) and hydrostatic pressure (25 bar, salmon) of all four M4 α-helices in the TMD. (B) Similar 
alignment between control conditions (lime) and high pressure helium (25 bar, marine) of all four M4 segments. 
Note that the 3D structure under high pressure helium is quite distorted, also demonstrating helix degradation 
at two sites (arrows).
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Simulation of both high pressure conditions revealed that the NMDAR lost its agonists, and should therefore 
be considered as remaining in a closed state. However, pore surface analysis indicated that there is a great differ-
ence between hydrostatic pressure and high pressure helium. The pore surface in helium demonstrated much bet-
ter conservation of the tertiary structure as it had been in the “open state” than it did under hydrostatic pressure 
(Fig. 7). Considering the relatively stable tertiary structure of the pore region (an M2 α-helix), we may speculate 
that although the agonists dissociated from the ABD, the “pore” did somehow still remain in the “open state”. This 
may be one possible explanation for NMDAR hyperactivation in high pressure helium (see Introduction).
Furthermore, the TMD M4 α-helix, which is crucial for the gating and conductance of the receptor33, is altered 
under high pressure helium (Fig. 9). This may explain the “increased conductance” of NMDAR demonstrated in 
our recent study1. Once again, no alterations were observed in the hydrostatic pressure simulation.
Another region of the TMD, the Mg2+ binding site, was altered under pressure simulation. The importance 
of the six Asn residues of the M2 region and their role in channel permeation and Mg2+ blockade have been 
shown previously34. This region is also important for Ca2+ ion binding and its further propagation through the 
pore or channel36. The alterations observed in our simulation of high pressure helium may result in the abolition 
of voltage-dependent Mg2+ inhibition, which may explain the greatly reduced inhibition of Mg2+ under helium 
previously reported by our laboratory12. Conformation changes in this important region may also affect the pore’s 
ability to transfer ions, which may be one possible explanation for the reduction of current in NMDARs contain-
ing GluN1-1 and GluN2B subunits, as shown experimentally by Mor et al.29.
One purpose of the present study was to take a closer look at atomic level modifications in the NMDAR 
exposed to various high pressure conditions. Since pressure can be mediated by gases, we attempted to answer 
the long- speculated question: “Do noble gases at high pressure have the same effect on the protein as does hydro-
static pressure per se?” Because noble gases are considered to be inert, it was generally assumed they would have 
very little influence, if at all, on the large structures of the protein. Our analysis of the simulations suggests the 
opposite. However, these theoretical simulations are relatively new and require to be treated with caution, taking 
into consideration all of the limitations mentioned above. Nevertheless, taken together, the findings of the present 
study and our previous experimental results suggest, in contrast with previous models, that helium at high pres-
sure and not hydrostatic pressure per se alters the receptor tertiary structure via protein-lipid interactions. This 
produces changes in the physiology and activity of the receptor.
HPNS symptoms are usually reversible upon decompression. However, it is interesting to note in recent 
reports8 the suggestion that repetitive exposure to high pressure over a period of years may cause chronic impair-
ment of memory and motor function in professional divers. The pressure to which these divers may have been 
exposed was either just sub-threshold to HPNS or even supra-threshold, but HPNS symptoms were antago-
nized by the use of narcotic gas mixtures such as “trimix” containing oxygen, nitrogen and helium. As we have 
previously hypothesized1 even if no clear symptoms of HPNS are observed, the glutamate NMDAR response is 
still potentiated, causing more Ca2+ ions to flow into the neurons. An overload of Ca2+ may activate metabolic 
cascades via a number of signal transduction pathways, resulting in deterioration of the neuron and eventually 
leading to cell death via apoptosis46. These long-term health effects are therefore not a separate phenomenon, but 
rather an accumulation of minute deleterious changes due to the potentiation of NMDARs during each deep dive. 
They represent a permanent consequence of only part of the wider symptoms and signs of HPNS.
The MD simulation approach we adopted in the present study to examine the role of the NMDAR in HPNS 
provides an interesting point of view on HPNS and its underlying mechanisms. MD showed that hydrostatic 
pressure per se and high pressure helium have a different impact on the cell membrane and the tertiary receptor 
structure. Professional divers who exhibit symptoms of HPNS usually perform their dive breathing a gas mixture 
that contains helium. This, together with the findings of our MD simulation, enables us to speculate that it is the 
helium in the diver’s breathing mixture which may contribute in part to the appearance of symptoms. Further 
support for this theory may be found in the fact that some marine mammals are able without harm to perform 
deep breath hold dives, during which they are exposed only to hydrostatic pressure. The results of our simulations 
have shown that hydrostatic pressure per se has a less devastating influence on the membrane and the protein, 
resulting in less malfunction of the CNS.
Materials and Methods
Simulation box preparation. Membrane blocks (DOPC solvated in water) were extracted and replicated 
from the ‘control’ simulation box used in previous study30. 475 pre-equilibrated DOPC molecules, solvated with 
104902 water molecules, were reproduced by means of a10ps-long MD fusion process for the lipids and the 
solvent blocks. For NMDAR construct, we used a cryo-EM structure of NMDAR containing two GluN1-1a and 
two GluN2B subunits with bound agonists (Uniprot entry code: 5iou)47. Although the resolution is only 7 Å, it 
was the best available choice for our study at that time because it has the whole receptor (with the exception of 
the CTDs) in the open state with bound Gly and Glu, and presented the smallest number of mutations. The data 
were refined using a 3D protein structure refinement server48–50. The refined NMDAR molecule was inserted 
into the center of an enlarged DOPC bilayer using the “gmx membed” tool51, resulting in final box dimensions of 
14.8 × 11.9 × 20.0 nm, containing 457 lipid molecules and 103720 water molecules. The extended “simple point 
charge SPC” water model was used and PBC were employed. For the large NMDAR-DOPC complex, Berger and 
Gromos54a7 force fields were mixed and applied for describing molecular interactions52. Water molecules were 
randomly replaced by 750 Cl−, 50 Mg2+, 70 Ca2+, 90 K+, and 500 Na+ ions, ensuring an overall neutral electrical 
charge in the box. An additional 3500 water molecules were randomly replaced by atoms of helium (a noble gas) 
treated as simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) sites with interaction parameters ε = 0.084 kJ mol−1, σ = 0.256 nm53. The 
chosen number of gas atoms in the box referenced to a 3.5% molar concentration, while 2.8% was established as 
a threshold for dissolved anesthetic noble and diatomic gases, defining their ability to create a continuous phase 
(bubbles) under standard conditions within a 100 ns time range41.
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MD simulation. The GROMACS 5.0.4 package54 was used to perform MD simulations of the NMDAR 
embedded in the membrane at different pressures, in the presence and absence of helium. The Titan Cray XK7 
supercomputer (at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory) was used for our calculations55. All simulation systems 
were energy minimized by the steepest descent method for 5*104 steps followed by subsequent equilibration of 
NVT and NPT for 100 and 1000 ps prior to an MD production phase lasting 100 ns. The pressure range tested was 
1 and 25 bar, at a constant temperature of 310 K determined at the gel-crystalline phase56.
The Parrinello-Rahman and Nose-Hoover methods were used to maintain the NPT ensemble, while bulk 
solvent and protein-bilayers were controlled separately with a relaxation time of 0.2 ps; the gas atoms were cou-
pled to the solvent phase. Semi-isotropic pressure control was employed. A time step leapfrog integrator was 
used every 2 fs, and the linear constraint solver (LINCS) algorithm was applied to preserve the bond lengths. The 
non-bonded pair list was updated every 10 steps with a cutoff of 1.2 nm. For the short-range van der Waals inter-
actions, a cutoff distance of 1.2 nm was used. The long-range electrostatic interactions were treated by the particle 
mesh Ewald method, with a grid spacing of 0.16 nm; cubic interpolation was adopted. The volume compressibility 
was chosen to be 4.5 × 10−5 (bar−1). Data were collected every 2 ps.
Periodic boundary condition removal. PBC caused impaired continuity of biomolecules, which is cru-
cial for embedded protein conformational analysis. PBC were therefore removed from all trajectory frames at 
the end of the simulations. We used the following set of GROMACS commands to perform this geometrical 
transformation:
 As a first step, the “broken” bonds were connected with the biomolecules that crossed the simulation box 
boundary:
gmx trjconv –s md.tpr –f traj.xtc –o traj-whole.xtc –pbc whole
Second, the protein was centered in the box:
gmx trjconv –s md.tpr –f traj-whole.xtc –o traj-center.xtc –center
Finally, all atoms were placed as close as possible to the center of the box:
gmx trjconv –s md.tpr –f traj-center.xtc –o traj-compact.xtc –pbc mol –ur compact
Clustering NMDARs. Because of differences between the NMDAR conformations for each of the simulation 
time points, we used the GROMACS command “gmx cluster “, with a cutoff of 0.5 nm, to cluster the different con-
formations from the final 50 ns of each ~100 ns simulation in groups. We used the ‘gromos’ algorithm described 
in Daura et al.57. At the end of the clustering process, the frame that represented the centroid of the most probable 
group was printed as a PDB file. All further analyses were performed on this file. It is important to note that we 
also analyzed cluster 2–5 in high pressure helium and hydrostatic pressure simulations. No significant changes 
were observed; comparison of RMS values between cluster 1 and 2, or 3, 4, 5 were similar about 1.5 Å, and there-
fore these results are not shown. In contrast, the RMS between control and He 25 bar and 25 bar were 9.549 Å and 
8.661 Å respectively, which are considered very dramatic.
Analyses of the NMDAR and DOPC. The following analyses were performed on the NMDAR and DOPC 
conformation:
RMSD calculation ‒ RMSD was calculated using the GROMACS command “gmx rms”, describing the mean 
deviation (nm) of NMDAR atoms along the time axis from the initial NMDAR structure at 0 ns58.
Density along the Z axis ‒ mass density (kg/m3) of the gas, DOPC and NMDAR along the Z axis was calcu-
lated using the GROMACS command “gmx density”. This performed density histogram binning relative to the 
center of an arbitrary group, in absolute box coordinates59.
Radial Distribution Functions (RDF) ‒ RDF for gas and SPC solvent (water) were calculated using the 
GROMACS command ‘gmx rdf ’ for index files containing every 5th Cα sequence from each NMDAR chain as 
a reference particle. A similar approach was employed for testing noble gas distribution along DOPC molecules 
in a pure bilayer29. Calculations were performed automatically using a self-developed bash script, at 50–100 ns 
for each 5 ns sampling interval separated by a 10 ns skipping interval to ensure a statistically independent data 
ensemble. Statistical analysis of the resulting functions was carried out using a local C# script.
Volume calculation – we calculated the volume of a structure (nm3) for a given probe size by rolling a virtual 
probe on the surface of the macromolecule. The calculations were performed for DOPC, NMDAR and helium 
confined between two DOPC monolayers, using a probe size identical to a water molecule of 3.0 Å60.
Order parameter calculation ‒ the order parameter for chains Sn-1 and Sn-2 of a DOPC molecule was cal-
culated using a new analytical tool which enables rapid and accurate calculation of -Sch for a united atom lipid39. 
The method explicitly considers prochirality of acyl chains, the descriptors pro-R and pro-S serving to distinguish 
between two identical substituents attached to a hybridized carbon atom.
Pore structure ‒ Mole 2 software61 was employed to represent pore surface; the data collected were later used 
for visualization of the pore with MatLab® software.
Images of all molecular structures and their alignment were created using PyMol software62.
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